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Gege Blog English –  24.1 – STEERING BOX   - Boîtier de direction  

 

  

The steering box (worm gear on the steering column, and sector on the lever axle or pendulum rod) has a huge 
amount of play, 1/4 turn of the steering wheel before the wheels starts turning! And as it didn't break down and/or 
wear out by itself, we can imagine that the car drove this way in its previous life, hum ... 

So it has to be removed, and disassembled for further examination ...... 

Parts nomenclature to understand the following:     

: ( click on image for enlargement ) 

 

A few situational views : 

  

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/index.html
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/__www.citroen-5hp.ch_fr_par_ed0_planche_8.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/C 3 25.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/C 3 26.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/5hp-c3-tl2 (0500).JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_1376.JPG
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(off topic: two photos of the front wheel pivots. It seems, according to the former owner, that they have been 
rebuilt, but we'll check them as a precaution ...   ) 

 ) 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_1377.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_1378.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_1380.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_1381.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_1382.JPG
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André removed the box with the tie rod :    

  

Not easy to dismantle the spherical plain bearings with their conical shaft

,  

A wrench has lost its life on it . 

  

  

 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_1394.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_1395.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_1402.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_1403.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_1404.JPG
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Friday 08 April 2016 

So here we are in front of this beautiful box, without any documentation to disassemble it, except the Citroën spare 
parts catalogue. Indeed the RTA ( Instructions Manual )  is unclear on this subject, the pages concerning the 5HP 
steering box refer to the B12 one which is different ... So we wonder how to attack the beast ! Some pictures for the 
later reassembly:  

     

 

In the extension of the column with the worm screw, there is a cover (10816) fixed by 3 nuts, which shows the 
"steering screw adjustment screw" (10820) which has an adjustment square and its counter-nut (1371). There is no 
way to unscrew the cover lock nut in place; could this be the reason why the play has not been previously adjusted? 
We unscrew the cover "to see", and it comes out easily, with the adjusting screw. With the cover in the vice we 
unscrew the lock nut easily, and we put the cover back on, tighten the square, and most of the play is gone!    

  

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0397.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0398.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0399.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0400.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0401.JPG
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But we still have to open it to check the parts, and clean them properly (although there is almost no trace of grease 
in there ...). Moreover, the sector (11783) can be brought closer to the worm screw by a bronze eccentric ring 
(31740 - short or 31741 - long, we'll see when disassembling ...) on one end of the shaft (and in principle also on the 
other one), but it is already fully adjusted, and there is still some play to be taken up on this side. 

 We will probably have Michel machine new bushes with a larger eccentricity. 

To see more clearly, and because it's probably necessary for the disassembly of the case, we try to disassemble the 
rod hanging from the axis (conical on this side) of the sector. We don't have an adequate puller, and we try heating 
it , without success:   

  

 

But we begin to understand the principle of the dismantling : once the hanging rod is out, it will be possible to take 
out the bearing cover (not mentioned in the plate nor in the text, thanks Citroën !) of the shaft with the sector, and 
to take out this last one (11783)... 

We try to turn the eccentric bush "to see". It has already been seriously massacred with a screwdriver by 
"mechanics", and it turns only a few degrees, by chipping the cast iron casing but I think there was already a 
beginning of rupture, see here:   

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0402.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0403.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0404.JPG
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..  

So I take measures to have a tool with two pins machined (by Michel of course) to work properly on the future new 
bushes 

  

 

 

Measurements also to see what size of puller should be used:    

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_1378_r.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0405.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0406.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0407.JPG
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I make a punch mark in front of a thread of the case (there must probably be a Tecalemit there), this mark 
corresponds to the maximum travel G and D of the steering, it can always be used for the reassembly ... 

      

 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0408.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0409.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0410.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0411.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0412.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0413.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0414.JPG
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And a last heating test of the conical part opposite to the lever with the nozzle N° 4 of my torch, a few blows of 
mass, nothing to do, it still doesn't come out !   

!  

  

  

Monday 18th April 2016 

The eccentric bush setting tool is machined  

 

 Tuesday, April 19, 2016 

 Since this beautiful tool is made, we should still be able to open this box, i.e. take out this lever or pendulum rod. 
So I'm going to visit my little Citroën garage (which maintains my Xantia), which is located 100 m away from my 
house. The very nice boss calls his mechanic, and I go with him in the "tool room". 

He takes out of a (very) old drawer a kind of (very) old big fork with two bevelled teeth, slides it between the case 
and the connecting rod, and in a few sledgehammers the connecting rod is extracted from the conical axle, phew! 

 I didn't pay anything, they're really nice, but I have to say that I've been going there for ... a very long time ! 
Unfortunately, I didn't have the reflex to take out my smartphone, so no picture ... 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0415.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/DSCN0118.JPG
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Back to the garage, I can finally attack the dismantling 

.  

The connecting rod finally removed: 

   , , 

and we admire the beautifully crafted "wedge" ... in an old nail by an excellent mechanic! In reality, you need a key 
of 4x4x26 mm ... 

  

. The original key must have broken (ouch !) or been lost, and the cone is slightly damaged, the worrying traces are 
mainly old dried grease (whereas you always have to degrease perfectly such an assembly !!!) : 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0417.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0418.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0420.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0421.JPG
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It is now possible to remove the cover (not mentioned in the parts catalogue) :  

.  

NB (30/10/2016): Here we see the adjustment washer 11341, placed on the "cone" side of the sector, it seems to be a mistake 
. 

  

And as expected, there is a second bush, the long one (31741). Hidden behind the pendulum rod, it is intact and 
seems to have never been turned, and it is adjusted like the other bush  in order to bring the sector as close as 
possible to the worm screw, which is strange because there is no longer any possible way to bring it closer in case of 
wear... 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0422.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0423.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0424.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0425.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0426.JPG
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.  

But it is impossible to take the sector out with the other bush set in this position even if there is only this one left in 
the housing. So I have to turn it (with a small blunt punch, not a problem since the bushes will be replaced) in order 
to move the sector as far as possible away from the worm screw: 

  

I'm wondering if these bushes are not only used for mounting and dismounting... And by the way, the two setscrews 
locking the bushes made marks in the bushes only at one point. So how do you explain the massacre of the short 
ring? 

 I can see only one explanation: "someone" (maybe the man of the key nail) tried to make it turn, not seeing that it 
was impossible to resume play, nor that the ring was blocked by the grub screw ... In any case, both bushes must be 
in exactly the same eccentric position, otherwise the main shaft will obviously get stuck. It must also be impossible 
to rotate much without each other ... 

But the sector shaft, which has been moved slightly away from the worm by the eccentricity of the bush, finally 
leaves its housing!  

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0427.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0428.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0429.JPG
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All that remains to be done is to extract the worm screw through the hole released by the cover with the adjusting 
sleeve: .:  

.  

Then relatively  easy extraction of the bushes with another   bush, but it still tightens a little ... :  

.: .  

 

 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0430.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0431.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0432.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0433.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0434.JPG
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Thorough cleaning of the "pinion" couple, they are intact, almost no wear despite the absence of grease for ever! 

  

 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0435.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0436.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0437.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0438.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0440.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0441.JPG
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Then metrology session for Michel. The bushes are slightly ovalized, and the diameter is not absolutely constant 
over the whole length ... 

(Remark: in front of the sometimes astonishing measurements of the bores made with the digital calliper, I checked 
later on the latter with the micrometre 0-25 and 25-50 which can only be rigorously accurate to 1/100th. In 
"external" measurement, the error is 7/100th to 8/100th less! And in "internal" measurement (inverted beaks), the 
error is from 3/100th to 4/100th more. No wonder then that the sums of the measurements did not correspond, 
and that sets of 14/100ths in measurement (eccentric rings/shaft-sector) did not correspond to the reality 
"perceived by hand". The bore values taken with the calliper are therefore to be corrected by - 4/100ths, see bold in 
the text ...) 

1) Bushing length 

Long bush : 59.53 mm (59.60 corrected)  with 10 grooves for 5 mm, and bevelled at the end opposite the grooves: .  

.  

Short bush  : 20.08 mm (20.15 corrected), the rest is identical to the long bush  : ... 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0442.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0461.JPG
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2) Outside diameter of the bushes 

Long bush: 27 mm (actually between 26.98 and 27.01) :    

 

Short bush : 26.99 mm (between 26.96 and 27.01):   

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0460.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0443.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0444.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0445.JPG
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3) Inner diameter of the bushes 

Long bush: approx. 22.07 mm, more difficult to measure! (22.03 mm corrected) :    

Short bush : 22.10 mm (22.06 mm corrected) 

  

  

 

4) Diameter of the ends of the sector-shaft 

Long bush  side: 21.93 mm: . 

. 

Short bush  side, slightly ovalized 21.91 to 21.93 mm   

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0451.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0452.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0453.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0448.JPG
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5) Diameter of the ring bores in the cover and housing 

In the lid (long bush): 27.06 mm (27.02 corrected)   

 

In the case (short bush ): 27.06 mm (27.02 corrected)  

 

6) Eccentricity of the bush bore 

I measure the thinnest and thickest diametrically opposed thicknesses of the bushes. 

Long bush  and short bush , same values: 3.20 mm at the thickest edge, and 1.64 mm at the thinnest (3.27 and 1.71 
corrected).  

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0447.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0455.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0454.JPG
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The measurement is very difficult to do precisely, and we can see that the sum of the thickness and the bore of the 
bushes ( 3.20 + 1.64 + 22.07 = 26.91) is less than the measured outside diameter (about 26.98 to 27 mm) (But with 
the corrected values, we find 3.27 + 1.71 + 22.01 = 26.99 ouf!).  

   

 

7) Lubrication splines and grooves 

The grooves for the rotation of the rings are intact on the long ring, and are 4.05 mm wide and 2.5 mm deep: ...  

  

It must of course have been the same on the short ring before its massacre ... 

In addition, both bushes have two longitudinal and diametrically opposed lubrication grooves, aligned with the 
splines, of 1 mm wide and about 0.2 mm deep :    

:  

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0456.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0457.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0462.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0465.JPG
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 And to end this session, a light weave of the conical part of the shaft: :  

 

 

 

. It is, however, slightly damaged on one side, but we'll deal with that:   

 

Small overviews:   :  

  

  

Friday, April 22nd, 2016. 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0449.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0450.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0458.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0459.JPG
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I soaked the case and the lids in petrol for two days. They came out perfectly sticky: "someone" during the life of 
the car thought it was a good idea to apply a coat of varnish on the sludge (to make it look nice?) ... Long session of 
scraping and brushing inside and outside last night :    

 

 

And I'll continue today:     

 

 

The mangled locknut for adjusting the worm gear clearance:   

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0466.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0467.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0469.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0470.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0471.JPG
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A few strokes of the file, and it'll fit back into a 27 socket, so it'll be easier for the final adjustment...  

 

And Michel has already made the new bushes, but with the mistakes of the calliper I'm worried that the new 
eccentricity is not correct ...    

.  

 Saturday 23rd April 2016 

Received this morning an email from Michel, who fortunately had anticipated this weird faulty calliper: "Fortunately 
this doubt had come to me and so I have already increased the offset values to 3.35 and 1.63, it is true that this 
measure is very difficult to take but so in this case we have 3.35+1.63+22=26.98, it should be fine. Anyway if there is 
a problem of assembly and/or adjustment I can redo them. " 

To finish with the main shaft, I have examined the "steering sector backlash adjuster washer" (11341) 23.7 x 39 x 
2.69 mm which is placed on the main shaft on the long ring side   

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0468.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0472.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/DSCN0138.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/DSCN0139.JPG
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Chamfered (asymmetrically, by the way) on the sector side from a diameter of 25 : 

 

and flat on the other :  

 

It is almost intact, just visually marked, as well as its bearing on the mains shaft.   

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0484.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0478.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0479.JPG
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and on the cover (which receives the long ring) : . 

  

 

 

 

 

The other bearing surface of the sector-shaft, directly on the cast iron of the housing, is also intact  

 

, as well as its support at the bottom of the housing (which receives the short bush ) :   

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0480.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0483.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0481.JPG
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Housing being closed on it, the longitudinal play of the shaft is minimal, we will see  when we will put back the new 
eccentric bushes, but I think it will be ok .... If not, we will order a new hardened bush from our genius Michel ! 

NB (30/10/2016) : it appears that the washer 11341 was placed on the wrong side of the sector !  

Finally, to finish the complete turn of this steering box, I examined the worm shaft. It turns directly in a bore of the  
box on the steering column side,  

 

 

and in the cover with the adjusting sleeve on the other side,  

 

so no bush .  

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0482.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0476.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_6700.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0477.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_6701.JPG
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The shaft is slightly worn in diameter at the bearings, 15.96 mm on the cover side (for a 16-? nominal diameter I 
guess)  

 

: and 24.93 mm on the box side  

 

for a 24.97 diameter in the outer part (not worn)..   

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0473.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0474.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0475.JPG
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But it will remain like that, we will not undertake for such small clearances a re-bushing and all the rectifications 
that this entails  

But the end of the worm screw on the steering column side, which presses against the inside of the housing, shows 
a wear of about 60/100th mm :      

 

  

 

This wear can be compensated by the adjusting bush, but while we're at it, I'll ask Michel to turn a 25.5 x 36.5 x 0.60 
mm washer, in order to re-center the worm as it was originally... 

And to finish by a "relaxation", cleaning of this dear forged steel connecting rod, which had been repainted on rust 
by "conscientious restorers" more concerned about the "shiny" aspect of this case than about its correct and 
backlash-free operation...    

  

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_6702.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_6697.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_6698.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_6699.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0486.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0487.JPG
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Sunday 24 April 2016 

 Michel has nevertheless made some new bushes!    

 

And the washer to make up for the wear of the worm bearing/housing, as well as a key "worthy of the name" for 
the pendulum rod :   

  

Thursday, April 28th, 2016 

Welding of bars on the tool with two pins for the adjustment of the eccentric rings: in fact, on the side of the 
connecting rod, the shaft must pass through the tool ...  . 

  

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/DSCN0146 bis.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/DSCN0147.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/DSCN0148.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/DSCN0151.JPG
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Monday, May 09, 2016 

The new centring bushes have arrived. Placement: 

 

 

 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0497.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0498.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0499.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0500.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0501.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0502.JPG
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But as I feared, it's too tight...  

And there is more serious: stripped of its varnish, the case shows a crack! End of the operations in Belgium, we are 
going to send the complete case to Italy where Michel will (try to?) re-weld it, and if it works, perfect the 
adjustment of the eccentric bushings ...... 

 Tuesday 25 October 2016 - Continuation of the work in Italy ! 

The steering gearbox has been sent to Michel's in Italy this summer. It has been deeply cut at the crack ..:    

 

 

and welded it back together again:  : 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0503.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/IMG_0504.JPG
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Michel_boite_A/20161007_165817.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Michel_boite_A/20161007_165833.jpg
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Sunday, October 30, 2016 

Reassembly of the housing. In order not to crush the bronze eccentric adjustment bushings, Michel replaced the 
small locking screws ("grains") by counter-nut grains ... The adjustment without backlash and without hard point 
was not an easy task, it seems ... 

 

     

 

 

 

According to Michel, it was an unbelievable Chinese puzzle ..: 

For the steering box there were a lot of problems, all attempts at assembly proved negative: impossible to adjust a 
correct clearance between the screw and the mains. 

http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/20161024_173833.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/20161030_171016.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/20161030_171030.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/20161030_171045.jpg
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Direction/20161030_171104.jpg
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After multiple assembly and disassembly, I realized that the two bores where the eccentric bushes are placed were 
not aligned in the same axis. Reassembling the whole case without the screw and the sector, I had to use an 
expansible reamer to correct as well as possible. Afterwards a small correction of the perpendicularity of each bore 
in relation to the closing plane of the half casings. 

Reassembling the whole thing and still some adjustment problems. 

I then coated the screw with Prussian blue, and the result was that the contact with the sector was completely on 
the outer side of the tooth, thus error of centring of the sector. 

Re-disassembly and reassembly without the sector adjustment washer (11341), in order to let the curvature of the 
screw automatically position itself in the radius of the sector, which allowed me to adjust the clearance with 
precision, then to measure with a depth micrometre  the protrusion on both sides of the sector shaft with respect to 
the case. Then remove the screw and reassemble the case, leaving only the sector, which allowed me to see what its 
axial displacement was and by comparing with the previous measurements to determine what the thickness of the 
adjusting washer should be. 

It seems that the washer had to be on the opposite side of the cone, which is strange because when disassembling 
it was on the cone side. 

This being said, the mystery remains but the case is perfectly adjusted, there is still a very slight play in the central 
position (due to normal wear). I couldn't adjust to the maximum in the centre position which would have caused a 
blockage at the extreme right or left positions (classic problem of all steering gearboxes). 

That's it, !  ….   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And the latest pictures of the beautifully rebuilt box 
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THE END  
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